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In this era, the news is a medium to share the
information and some newspaper companies had
already made the E-Paper. There are some problems
discussed in this article such as the type of
persuasive technique and its function used in The
Jakarta Post daily e-paper and meaning consists in
the persuasive technique. The collected data were
analyzed by applying descriptive qualitative
method. In the analysis, persuasive language
technique and its function were comprehensively
analyzed based on theory from Walton (2005) and
the meaning used theory from Leech (1981). There
were seven types of persuasive language techniques
found in The Jakarta Post daily e-paper. The use of
adjective is a persuasive language technique that is
often used in The Jakarta Post’s news that published
on 21st September 2020 until 25th November 2020.

INTRODUCTION
Information is the most significant thing in daily activities as people
need the information to know the event around them. An information about
lifestyle, politic, cultural, economic, etc. People able to get an update
information from communication to each other or a news that share thru
offline and online tools. News is a new event selected by journalistic and
anything timely that interests several readers (Blayer, 1916). Nowadays,
news had already provided in more modern and easy to be accessed by the
reader. Internet is one of the simplest way to get the news. Information on
digital media become a significant need by the social community that make
the number of new online news portal raises (Iswara & Bisena, 2020). EPaper is an online newspaper published as an electronic document on a
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computer network or a print newspaper's digital version. The phenomenon
uses a persuasive technique in the online newspaper to ask people read
some update information from newspapers. The use of E-paper is
fascinating because there is high mobility among us, making people unable
to have their own quality time for themselves (Hennita, Prisylia & Safffira,
2020).
The persuasive technique defines as a study of language which can
make an act to persuade or to perform an action from others in psychology
side of people, therefore people will do something based on what the
persuader deliver in verbal and non-verbal (Walton, 2005; Alam, 2020). The
use of persuasive technique to deliver and campaign information, also
language used can influence the people’ ideas, behavior, value and
expected to accept the emotions of the readers or the audiences (Iswara &
Bisena, 2020; Situmeang & Sugianto, 2017; Rudito & Anita, 2020). The
newspaper, persuasive technique used to attract and behave the people to
read the news and look the fact, therefore people will persuade to do
something that mentions in the news after they read and understand the
meaning what the author would like to share to the number of people.
Persuasive communication which is using online media such as computer
technology or internet basically, same as face to face communication
however it is using media to help communication process with a distance
in high mobility of people in this era (Rudito & Anita, 2020; Putri,
Lukmantoro, Dwiningtyas, et al, 2015; Alam, 2020; Purba, 2017). Sometimes
newspaper contains of business advertorial which persuasive technique
used in this case. There are some techniques to persuade readers proposed
by Walton (2005) such as adjectives, adverbs, alliteration, colloquial
language, connotation, and repetition.
The main issue was to know the use of persuasive technique in our
daily activities. One of them is in newspaper that people read every day.
This article is focused on discussing type of persuasive technique used in
The Jakarta Post daily e-paper and the meaning found in the persuasive
technique used in the E-paper. The discussion about the persuasive
technique used in the news in literature is still limited as persuasive
technique often used in the advertisement to attract the customer to buy or
use the product or service in their point of view (Wahyuni, 2014; Hennita,
Prisylia & Saffira, 2020) in other ways, persuasive technique also found in
other aspects such as academic, campaign, and motivation. Examined the
use of persuasive language in advertorial business in the online newspaper.
Persuasive language looks tricky and powerful in arguments and need to
be analyzed with logical also critical thinking (Iswara & Bisena, 2020),
therefore to support this research, the writer use a theory of persuasive
techniques that divided persuasive technique into eight types namely
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adjectives, adverbs, alliteration, rhetorical question, colloquial, connotation,
description, and repetition.
The opinion of someone also sometimes used in negative way, it
makes use persuasive technique can be a risk if the receiver has another
perception what the communicator want to say especially the information
that shared on digital media is one of the triggers of hoax easily produced
(Iswara & Bisena, 2020). The last is giving the conclusion of the statement.
The receiver needs the conclusion to know what is the result of someone
statement. Therefore from the process above, understanding the meaning is
a significant thing in positively persuade someone There is a close
connection between a language used and processed its meaning and the
choice of words able to distinguish the meaning of the sentence (Komar,
2015; Kubro & Suyitno, 2019). Semantics is central to the study of
communication; and as communication becomes a crucial factor in social
organization, the need to understand it becomes more pressing. Semantic
also the study of human mind or thought processes, cognition,
conceptualization. (Leech, 1981) divided meaning into seven types such as
conceptual meaning, connotative meaning, social and affective meaning,
reflected and collocative meaning, associative meaning, thematic meaning.
However, in this case conceptual meaning and connotative meaning are
focused to be discussed to understanding the meaning in the newspaper.

METHODS
Descriptive qualitative method was applied to present the data that
the data show in the form of sentence and table to show the persuasive
technique used in The Jakarta Post. Then, describe it more precisely to make
the data easier to be understood by description text. Before analyzing the
news, the first step was studied, understood, selected the data from The
Jakarta Post website and collected the data in the form of screen shoot in
every data contained the persuasive technique. After collected the data, it
was analyzed based on persuasive technique and its function related to the
theory by Walton (2005) and analyzed the conceptual or connotative
meaning of persuasive technique used related to the theory by Leech (1981)
to find out the conclusion of the research. The author use persuasive
technique theory by Walton (2005) to analyze technique used in the
newspaper. The technique are adjectives, adverbs, alliteration, connotative,
rhetorical question, colloquial language, and repetition. Therefore, in
analyzing persuasive technique, the persuasive function applied in the
newspaper that Walton explained as well.
Semantic analysis used theory from Leech to understand that the
meaning consists of the newspaper's persuasive technique. Leech divided
meaning into seven, however, the meaning to be analyzed only focus to the
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conceptual meaning which are the literal meaning and connotative meaning
that could be associated to another thing. Understanding the meaning is a
must to interpret what the author wants to share the information to the
number or people to avoid the misunderstanding and make the news
evidence to get an excellent reputation. This research aims to find the use of
persuasive technique and implementation of how to persuade people to
read the news and get knowledge from the information that shared from
the news. This research also expected to develop knowledge about
persuasive technique that represented theory by Walton (2005) and how to
understand the meaning of the news to avoid bad image caused global
information represented by Leech (1981). Besides that, this research aims to
provide a reference to other who are studying literature to analyze
persuasive technique in different objects.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
RESULT
This article aims to find out persuasive technique and its meaning
used in The Jakarta Post E-Paper. In analyzing the data, the writer focuses
on analyzing the type of persuasive technique, function and meaning
consists in The Jakarta Post E-Paper. There are seven types of persuasive
technique used in the data such as adjective, adverbs, alliteration, rhetorical
question, connotative, colloquial language, and repetition and describe the
conceptual and connotative meaning based on the data. The result found
that in 77 data collected, adjectives technique is mostly used by the author
to hyperbole the conceptual meaning consists in the headline. This
technique makes the reader curious to what they read on the articles.
DISCUSSION
Adjectives
Adjective is one of persuasive technique used by The Jakarta Post
online newspaper. Adjectives describe words to something in a particular
way. Also, adjectives are used to identify and quantify individual people or
characteristics of something, which are adjectives often found before noun
or pronoun. The writer found some adjectives as persuasive technique used
in the data source.
Belgium uses a giant vacuum cleaner to remove plastic from nature
reserve (The Jakarta Post, October 12th, 2020)
An adjective is used in the sentence. The adjective in the sentence to
modify the noun vacuum cleaner to change its quality. The word “giant” as
an adjective in the sentence above, “giant” means very large; much larger or
important than similar things. The conceptual meaning consists of the data,
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“giant vacuum cleaner” based on theory Leech (1981), conceptually “giant”
means very big, large, and more important than others. In this context, the
news would like to send the information that there is a new innovation to
solve environment problem. Giant vacuum cleaner on the sentence use to
clean plastic and keep the environment around us due to plastics is difficult
to destroy naturally and needs more than 100 years. The news above tells
everyone that there is a new technology to solve the problem and an
adjective used to reinforce the meaning of the context to attract the
customers. The adjective technique used in the data to persuade the reader
that something launched in the news is very interested to put in the news
as the conceptual meaning, the tools are remarkable and maybe the first
time. Therefore, the reader will be interested in reading the news on how it
impacts real life and the information that was sending through the news as
motivation to do something or increase knowledge. Therefore, the author
used adjective technique to make an image of something as new innovation
or advertise the product. The use of adjective here also to ask people keep
their environment from plastic as a big problem and need a new technology
to reduce it as well.
Adverbs
An adverb is one of the persuasive language technique used in The
Jakarta Post’s news headline. Adverbs are the word to change or qualify the
meaning of a verb, adjectives, a clause of another adverb, and any other type
of words, exception determiner. The data source mostly used adverbs of
manner as the persuasive technique. Here is data contain with adverbs in
The Jakarta Post.
Speak softly and scatter fewer coronavirus particles, say researcher
(The Jakarta Post, November 25th 2020)
The data above is used adverb in the sentence, it was found the word
“softly” as a persuasive technique used which is classified as an adverb of
manner, due to it qualify the meaning of verb or an action in the sentence.
“softly” means something that is not roughly and it could be describe
something that has low volume. Based on Leech (1981) theory, the
conceptual meaning of softly means to minimize and make it slow. We need
to stop speak too loud that make the small particulars out from mouth that
might be contained with virus. The data shows a campaign and adverbs
technique occurred to make it a strong statement that ensures that is one
thing that people need to do start from now. From the news headline, the
reader will ask the factors and interest in reading the news and asking
people to stop the spreaders from the small thing that can stop the corona
virus.
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Alliteration
Alliteration used in The Jakarta Post’s news headline as the
persuasive technique. This technique refers to repeated two or more
consonant sounds in the stress syllable. The indicator is used the first letter
of the word are same or have the same sound with another word in a phrase.
Business and advertisement are often used alliteration to get the people
interested due to make phrase memorable and fun to read it.
Govt seeks to curb virus with targeted, testing, tracking (The Jakarta
Post, October 15th, 2020)
Alliteration technique is used in the sentence because it was found
words “targeted, testing, tracking”. There are same repetition consonant
sound on the first letter “T” in each words, also those three words have
same stress syllables such as ‘tar-get-ed, ‘test-ing, ‘track-ing as the
indicators. The data can be described as a way to campaign something. The
conceptual meaning of “targeted” means straightforward to the point,
“testing” means take the measure of quality or to find out how the condition
of something, and “tracking” means find the target. In this sentence
“targeted, testing, tracking” means three steps that used by the government
to prevent virus spreads. The technique used in the sentence to share a
campaign to prevent the virus. It was expected to persuade people to find
what it is and then do it after making people remember the process and
open mindset about the virus is very dangerous if it still spreads around us.
Rhetorical Question
Another one of the Jakarta Post’s news headline's persuasive
technique is a rhetorical question. The technique is used a question that did
not need to be answered because the answer makes obvious. Rhetorical
question give a feels to the reader as though they are being addressed
directly by the writer. It is also used to bring the reader or hearer to the
conclusion and it is used to reveal the point rather than to get an answer.
Dine in or take out?: officials debate how to curb Covid-19 (The
Jakarta Post, September 30th 2020)
Rhetorical question technique is used in the sentence. It was found a
question “dine-in or take out?” as rhetorical question technique used in the
news headline that no need to be answered by the reader. A question “dinein or take out?” means someone’s opinion about something which in this
context to an activity to find something new to stop the virus. The rhetorical
question above is to ask people to choose during pandemic situations;
however, it is supposed to persuade someone to try something different,
which is better. People can do it during work from home instead of only
focus on the pandemic. In the sentence above, conceptual meaning consists
of a question “dine-in or take out?” means how to rationalize which one is
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better to stop the corona virus's spread. However, from the data “dine in or
take out?” as someone’s comparison during the pandemic situation. The
used of rhetorical question here to persuade someone stay at home as one
of the ways to stop the chain of virus spreads. It is more efficient if we do
something that we can do to help the government minimize the problem.
Then, the sentence above is a campaign to inform us that it is better to stay
at home longer than remain outside during the pandemic.
What’s on your plate? A sneak peek into the making of vegan. (The
Jakarta Post.com, September 21st, 2020)
The rhetorical question is used in the sentence as one of the
persuasive technique. There is a question “what’s on your plate?” does not
need to be answered however to emphasize the reader's point of view about
the foods. The technique is to described someone’s feels disagree about junk
food which is mention it in the sentence on your plate. Disagreement shows
on the question what’s, which from the question the author tried to persuade
the reader start to eat healthy foods instead of junk food. The connotative
meaning consists in “what’s on your plate?” in the sentence can be associated
as unhealthy food. In conceptually, question above represent as a food on a
plate however after the rhetorical question there is a sentence to clear the
meaning of question. Rhetorical question above is kind of teasing, is your
daily food healthy enough for your body or not and the news is being
persuasive in order to give the information how to persuade the people
mindset to start eat the healthy food one of them is vegan which show on
last sentence.
Colloquial language
Colloquial language is one of the persuasive language technique
used in The Jakarta Post’s news headline. Colloquial language sometimes
as everyday language shown by the words that realistic and practical and
makes themselves seem down-to-earth. Here is colloquial language found
in the data source.
You’re gonna need a bigger museum ‘jaws’ share installed. (The
Jakarta Post, November 25th, 2020)
Colloquial language can be seen in the sentence above as one of the
persuasive features. Colloquial language was used in the sentence, there is
a word “gonna”. Gonna came from “going to” and people using gonna to
make it down-to-earth which is supposed to make easier communicate with
the others in a friendly way. Colloquial technique usually will use on
informal news such as someone’s opinion. The conceptual meaning in the
sentence of the word “gonna” means that someone will do something. In
this context, the use word gonna to show something that will happen or
plan to do it. Therefore, the author used colloquial language technique to
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be more attractive to the reader, try to attract people to read news, and look
not always bored, only focusing on formal language in formal news. This is
one of the author's persuasive techniques to make the news more attractive,
innovative, and easier receive to the reader. The target is mature and the
teenagers that more popular use colloquial as their daily language.

Connotation
Persuasive language technique also uses connotation to attract
people curious to read the news. A connotation is a word that the ideas or
feelings associated with another particular word. Connotation refers to the
feelings and emotions, or cultural association with that word rather than its
dictionary definition or the real meaning of a specific word. Below are some
data that consist of connotation technique.
Washington zoo panda named ‘Little Miracle’ (The Jakarta Post,
November 25th,2020)
The connotative technique is used in the sentence because it was
found phrase “little miracle” in the news headline. The term “little miracle”
associated to a place where a wonderful place like heaven. In the news
headline, the author used connotative meaning to create image view of the
reader and the reader able to emphasize its meaning. This technique was
used to persuade the reader to read the news by using a connotation to draw
an idea of something. Conceptually, the connotation meaning of “little
miracle” are words “little” can be describe as a small place where it looks
cute. The word “miracle” describe as a magic. Moreover, little miracle
associated to a beautiful place like in the heaven. In this context, a small
place is panda captivity. “little miracle” here describes as a zoo that keeps
some of cute panda there. The author would like to inform it by using the
connotation technique not to send the information straightforwardly. The
author used another word in a similar meaning and tried to make an image
of something. The news above to persuade people to keep the animal
especially rare animal in a good and comfort place for them which is
influenced good behave between us as mortal.
Apple buys ‘Cherry’ from Avangers: End game directors. (The
Jakarta Post, September 26th, 2020)
The connotative technique used in the sentence is found in the news
because there is a word “cherry”. The word “cheery” is a small sweet fruit
that usually has red, green, or black color and it used as garnish of foods
and beverages. In this context, “cherry” is associated to a person. In order to
make the news headline more attractive and innovative, the author, used
comparison between two fruits those are apple and cherry which one of
them is not used their own real meaning to build curiosity of the reader
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therefore the reader will interest to read the news to know what the
meaning and full information that the author would like to inform. In the
sentence above connotative meaning of “cherry” means that the best actor
of Avangers has contracted by Apple which the word apple here is the name
of a well-known brand company to cooperate with them. The actor
associated with “cherry” because if Apple built a mutualism cooperation
with this actor, they will get its sweetness or associated a sweetness of its
fruit to revenue in this context. Therefore, the author compares two fruits
to make the author’s report news more innovative. The reader attract to
read the news and use persuasive technique as the marketing strategy
because Apple used a famous actor to advertise their product, and people
will interest to buy the products.
Repetition
Persuasive language technique used in The Jakarta Post’s is
repetition. Repetition is often repeat the words and phrases a few times to
make an idea clearer and can be used to reinforce an argument and drive
home the message to the reader to agree with an issue. Here is data that
consist with repetition technique found in the data source.
No rallies, no concert: Govt plans for restrict crowds during regional
races. (The Jakarta Post, September 26th, 2020)
Repetition is used in the sentence as one of the persuasive technique.
The repetition word “no” was found in the data as the repetition technique
indicators. The word “no” means something do not to do or nothing
happens. In above news headline repetition “no” used by the author to
mention some impossible events, the author stresses it to attract people’s
sympathetic which the topic will be read in the full news. In the sentence
above, there is conceptual meaning of using “no” means there is no event
held during the pandemic. Therefore the author used repetition technique
to reinforce people’s belief and attitudes for the new regulation to stay at
home during pandemic situations as the government avoids crowds to
prevent the spreads of corona virus, repeat “no” is to stress the rules from
government that the people should follow it. The persuasive technique also
used as campaign tools to spread the new habit that people need to do.

CONCLUSION
The discussion above can conclude that the use of persuasive
technique and its function is significant in the news as a tool to spread out
the information worldwide. Persuasive language technique presented in
the data is found at the beginning of the sentence and in the middle or at
the end of the news headline. It was found seven types of persuasive
technique in the data. Based on the analysis, it can be concluded that
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conceptual meaning is mostly used in the news headline. The conceptual
meaning used to make evidence news based on the fact, informative news,
easier to be understood by the reader, and send straightforward meaning
to the reader. The news headline consists of conceptual meaning presented
literal meaning of the sentence which the main news will same as the
headline. However, sometimes the author uses connotative meaning in the
news headline to attract people read the news and make headlines to
increase the readers' number without exaggerating the meaning. The
meaning consist of the persuasive technique also needs to be understood
well by the reader. Sometimes there will be pro and contra because of
different interpretation meaning in the news.
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